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The War Against Cliché 

 
Course Description: 
What are clichés, and why do we seem to be predisposed to thinking, speaking, and writing from 
within their safe and familiar confines?  Are they dangerous?  This course takes its name from the 
provocative title of a book by British novelist Martin Amis that asserts that “all writing is a campaign 
against cliché.  Not just clichés of the pen but clichés of the mind and clichés of the heart.”  In the 
class we’ll look closely at some of the writers who have taken Amis’s call to arms most seriously, seeing 
it as their job to renovate the language and remake inherited forms, daring to coax newness and 
vivacity out of words along with the usual business of telling a story or expressing an emotion.  We will 
interpret cliché broadly, in order to see the many areas in which trite language and dull repetition can 
poison our political and social selves: group-think, defeated wonder, racism, reductionism, and even 
the authorization of violence.  The premise of this course is that what we call literature, great 
literature, offers a bulwark against such phenomena – if we read with care.  In pursuing these ideas 
we’ll also be approaching questions that offer a subtitle for this course: “How Language Dies and How 
It Can Be Made To Live Again.” 
 
Finally, late in the course, we’ll also consider the possibility that clichés – conventions of genres like 
romance or noir, characters and scenes we’ve seen a hundred times before – can be remade into 
stylish art, especially in an age where no originality seems possible and every thought seems 
recycled.  In this vein we’ll consider what Umberto Eco once wrote in an essay on film: “Two clichés 
make us laugh but a hundred clichés move us, because we sense dimly that the clichés are talking 
among themselves, celebrating a reunion.” 
 
Given our theme, students will naturally work in the course’s assignments to write with originality, 
verve, and clarity of purpose and to learn how to sense what features give a text its freshness of 
perception.  Readings will likely include short stories, poems, a play, and novels by Jane Austen, Emily 
Dickinson, Herman Melville, William Carlos Williams, Flannery O’Connor, Samuel Beckett, Don DeLillo, 
and David Foster Wallace, as well as a film or two. 


